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HADRONIC PHYSICS

atom $\sim 10^{-10}\text{m}$

nucleus $\sim 10^{-14}\text{m}$

electron $< 10^{-18}\text{m}$

nucleon (proton / neutron) $\sim 10^{-15}\text{m}$

quark $< 10^{-18}\text{m}$

Objective: study the proton structure
OBJECTIVE IN EXPERIMENTAL PHYSICS

Study the proton structure
DVCS interaction (Deeply Virtual Compton Scattering)
OBJECTIVE IN EXPERIMENTAL PHYSICS

Study the proton structure
Main background: Pi0 production

electron + proton → electron + proton + π⁰ → 2 photons
EXAMPLE IN EXPERIMENTAL PHYSICS

\[ e^- + p \rightarrow e^- + p + \gamma \]

Conservation of energy and momentum

\[ p_i = m v_i \]

Missing mass: \[ \| p_{e\text{out}} + p_{p\text{out}} + p_{\gamma\text{out}} - p_{e\text{in}} - p_{p\text{in}} \| = 0 \]

Example of rule used by physicists:

if \( E_\gamma > 3 \text{ GeV} \) and \( |M_{ep\gamma}|^2 < 0.5 \text{ GeV}^2 \) and ....... then DVCS

Missing mass egX:

\[ \| p_{e\text{out}} + p_{\gamma\text{out}} - p_{e\text{in}} - p_{p\text{in}} \| \sim M_p \]

Use of thresholds over complex high-level variables
OBJECTIVES OF THIS WORK

• Discriminate between DVCS (signal) events and $\pi^0$ (background) events in CLAS12 data

• Improve the analysis techniques with Machine Learning

• Use interpretable models
  
  ✔ Linear regression  \[ y = AX + b \]
  
  ✔ K-Nearest Neighbors  \[ y = \text{vote among the k NNs} \]
  
  ✔ Decision trees  \[
  \text{IF } x_1 > 2.7 \text{ AND } x_2 < -4.3 \implies \text{THEN } y = \text{signal}
  \]
  
  ⇑ Boosted decision trees  \[ y = \text{vote among trees} \]

  ❌ Neural networks  \[ y = \text{complex non-linear function of inputs} \]
• Inputs from CLAS12 reconstructed data: list of identified particles and their momentum

Build list of rules

If $x_1 > \alpha_1$ and $x_2 < \alpha_2$ then DVCS
If $x_1 < \alpha_3$ and $x_3 > \alpha_4$ then Bkg
...

→ Decision trees, FURIA, ...

Extract relevant variables

$p_z^e + p_z^p + p_z^\gamma$
$\cos(\theta_{\gamma_1} - \theta_{\gamma_2})$
$\sqrt{E_e}$
...

→ Feature construction with genetic programming (or other evolutionary methods, or tree search methods, ...)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>1.016 (n = 92, err = 3.3)</th>
<th>1.985 (n = 92, err = 3.3)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>feature_x1</td>
<td>feature_x2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>≤3</td>
<td>≤1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt;3</td>
<td>&gt;1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.496 (n = 176, err = 53.1)</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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At each junction, only one variable is used. The variable which is used is the one optimizing a measure in the child nodes (e.g. min. entropy, max. information gain, ...)

\[ E(S) = \sum_{i=1}^{c} -p_i \log_2 p_i \]
FUZZY DECISION TREES

- At each junction, only one variable is used.
- The variable which is used is the one optimizing a measure in the child nodes (e.g. min. entropy, max. information gain, ...)

\[
E = - \sum_{c_k}^{n_j} \frac{f r_{c_k}}{n_j} \log \left( \frac{f r_{c_k}}{n_j} \right)
\]

![Decision Tree Diagram](image)
• Extraction of a list of fuzzy rules

• Works generally better than decision trees, but worse than ensemble models (random forests, BDT...)

• Per class: add one rule to cover only instances from that class. Repeat until all instances of this class are covered by at least one rule (or stopping condition is reached)
EXAMPLES OF RULES: FURIA

(inv_mass_g1g2 in [-inf, -inf, 0.665977, 0.666042]) and (inv_mass_g1g2 in [0.007705, 0.007706, inf, inf]) => Class=DVMP (CF = 0.8)
(energy_g1 in [-inf, -inf, 2.209962, 2.21012]) and (cone_angle_g1 in [-inf, -inf, 16.272992, 16.275288]) => Class=DVMP (CF = 0.76)

(energy_g1 in [-inf, -inf, 3.100969, 3.101338]) and (MM_eg1 in [0.525376, 0.525439, inf, inf]) => Class=DVMP (CF = 0.65)
(energy_g1 in [-inf, -inf, 1.735166, 2.66702]) and (MM_eg1 in [-1.85998, -1.857006, inf, inf]) => Class=DVMP (CF = 0.61)

(MM_eg1 in [1.298545, 1.304201, inf, inf]) and (energy_g1 in [-inf, -inf, 4.182, 4.182101]) => Class=DVMP (CF = 0.66)

(energy_g1 in [3.333313, 3.333823, inf, inf]) and (MM_eg1 in [-inf, -inf, 0.96117, 0.961204]) => Class=DVCS (CF = 0.82)
(energy_g1 in [3.100909, 3.101237, inf, inf]) and (MM_eg1 in [-inf, -inf, 1.084021, 1.084045]) => Class=DVCS (CF = 0.8)
(MM_eg1 in [-inf, -inf, 0.852413, 0.852521]) and (energy_g1 in [2.103109, 2.103411, inf, inf]) => Class=DVCS (CF = 0.76)
(cone_angle_g1 in [16.137178, 21.604087, inf, inf]) and (MM_epg1 in [-inf, -inf, -0.538689, -0.537701]) => Class=DVCS (CF = 0.56)
EXAMPLES OF RULES: FURIA

\[
\text{inv\_mass\_g1g2} \in [-\infty, -\infty, 0.665977, 0.666042] \quad \text{and} \quad \text{inv\_mass\_g1g2} \in [0.007705, 0.007706, \infty, \infty] \rightarrow \text{Class=DVMP} \quad (\text{CF} = 0.8)
\]

\[
\text{energy\_g1} \in [-\infty, -\infty, 2.209962, 2.21012] \quad \text{and} \quad \text{cone\_angle\_g1} \in [-\infty, -\infty, 16.272992, 16.275288] \rightarrow \text{Class=DVMP} \quad (\text{CF} = 0.76)
\]

\[
\text{energy\_g1} \in [-\infty, -\infty, 3.100969, 3.101338] \quad \text{and} \quad \text{MM\_eg1} \in [0.525376, 0.525439, \infty, \infty] \rightarrow \text{Class=DVMP} \quad (\text{CF} = 0.65)
\]

\[
\text{energy\_g1} \in [-\infty, -\infty, 1.735166, 2.66702] \quad \text{and} \quad \text{MM\_eg1} \in [-1.85998, -1.857006, \infty, \infty] \rightarrow \text{Class=DVMP} \quad (\text{CF} = 0.61)
\]

\[
\text{MM\_eg1} \in [1.298545, 1.304201, \infty, \infty] \quad \text{and} \quad \text{energy\_g1} \in [-\infty, -\infty, 4.182, 4.182101] \rightarrow \text{Class=DVMP} \quad (\text{CF} = 0.66)
\]

\[
\text{energy\_g1} \in [3.333313, 3.333823, \infty, \infty] \quad \text{and} \quad \text{MM\_eg1} \in [-\infty, -\infty, 0.96117, 0.961204] \rightarrow \text{Class=DVCS} \quad (\text{CF} = 0.82)
\]

\[
\text{energy\_g1} \in [3.100909, 3.101237, \infty, \infty] \quad \text{and} \quad \text{MM\_eg1} \in [-\infty, -\infty, 1.084021, 1.084045] \rightarrow \text{Class=DVCS} \quad (\text{CF} = 0.8)
\]

\[
\text{MM\_eg1} \in [-\infty, -\infty, 0.852413, 0.852521] \quad \text{and} \quad \text{energy\_g1} \rightarrow \text{Class=DVCS} \quad (\text{CF} = 0.76)
\]

\[
\text{cone\_angle\_g1} \in [16.137178, 21.604087, \infty, \infty] \quad \text{and} \quad \text{MM\_epg1} \rightarrow \text{Class=DVCS} \quad (\text{CF} = 0.56)
\]
SUMMARY

- Rule learning algorithms are interpretable and suitable for physics analyses
- FURIA VS Decision Trees: less rules, similar performances
- Advantage of fuzzification: incorporate data imprecisions

**Problem:**
These algorithms highly rely on the input variables they use
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PRINCIPLE OF FEATURE CONSTRUCTION

- List of initial variables/features: $f_1, f_2, f_3, ...$

- Construction of one or several new feature(s) $f'_1 = \frac{f_1 + f_3}{f_2}$
  from a list of operators: $+, -, \times, \div, \sqrt{}, \cos, \log, ...$

- Evaluation of the built feature(s):
  → **Filter** methods: measure independent of any ML algorithm (ex: entropy)
  → **Wrapper** methods: score of a trained classifier over a temporary test sample

  ex: accuracy \( s = \frac{\text{nb of correctly classified events}}{\text{total nb of events}} \)

- Additional constraint: **obtain physically sound features**
  → Choice: Genetic Programming (do not add energies with angles)
CONSTRANDED GENETIC PROGRAMMING

• Evolve a population of $N$ tree-like individuals

\[
\begin{align*}
\frac{f'_1}{f_2} &= \frac{f_1 + f_3}{f_2} = \\
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\end{align*}
\]

• At each generation, perform mutation and crossover between individuals

• Evaluate and select the best individuals to form the next generation

• The quality of the population is improved at each generation
Grammar to authorize only valid operations (ex. do not add an energy and an angle)

\[
\begin{align*}
<\text{start}> &::= <E> | <A> | <F> \\
<E> &::= <E> + <E> | <E> - <E> | <E> * <F> \\
&| <E> / <F> | \sqrt{<E^2>} | <\text{termE}> \\
<A> &::= <A> + <A> | <A> - <A> | \cos(<F>) \\
&| \sin(<F>) | \tan(<F>) | <\text{termA}> \\
<F> &::= <F> + <F> | <F> - <F> | <F> * <F> \\
&| <F> / <F> | <E> / <E> | <A> / <A> \\
&| \cos(<A>) | \sin(<A>) | <\text{termF}> \\
<E^2> &::= <E^2> + <E^2> | <E^2> - <E^2> \\
&| <E> * <E> | <E^2> * <F> | <E^2> / <F> \\
&| \text{square}(<E>) | <\text{termE2}> 
\end{align*}
\]
EXAMPLES OF BUILT FEATURES

Wrapper method: features are evaluated through a XGBoost training with and without this new feature

\[ p^c_z + p^{\gamma_1}_z + p^p_z \quad +2.0\% \]

\[ (\cos (\phi^{\gamma_1} - \phi^{\gamma_2}) + 9) \cos (\theta^{\gamma_1} - \theta^{\gamma_2}) \quad +1.6\% \]

\[ \phi^{\gamma_1} - \phi^{\gamma_2} \quad +1.0\% \]

- Automatic feature construction may greatly improve the classification score, while keeping the interpretability/readability of newly built features

- The method is generic and can be used in any analysis
• Assess the performances of these different methods
  → Preliminary VS embedded
  → Number of features? Trade-off speed/performance

• Compare all these methods (goal: extract asymmetries and cross sections) to:
  → Current physicists methods (1 PhD)
  → « Black box » machine learning techniques and transfer learning
    (1 post-doc)